




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































［5］J.M.E. McTaggart, The Unreality of Time, Mind 18, pp.457－84, 1908.
［6］J.M.E. McTaggart, The Nature of Existance, vol.2, Cambridge, 1927.
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Viewing Time through the Philosophy of Computation
Hiroyuki MIYOSHI
Abstract
Computation has close relation to time because it proceeds with change. In computer science, typically
we fix Amodel of time and then describe change of state along that time. But thinking in depth, the relation
between change in computation and time is not clear. Time is clocked by comparing with something and
such comparison itself necessitates some change. Therefore time and change are interdependent.
We introduced in the previous paper Ametaphysical framework inspired by Asort of computation with
self-reference, called computational reflection. In this paper, we propose the parallelism between computa-
tion and clocking and, from that point of view, apply our framework to the time and clocking.
Furthermore, we show that our conception has close connection with M. Irifuji’s ‘the fourth meta-
physics’ developed in his book “Is Time Real?” where he carefully traces J.M.E. McTaggart’s famous
proof of unreality of time.
Keywords: philosophy of computation, time, duration, McTaggart, Aseries and B series
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